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ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF WESTMINSTER

Ø 4 campuses centrally located in and 

around the London area

Ø Over 19,000 students from 169 

countries

Ø 866 academic staff (with just over 

half engaged in research) and 800 

support staff 
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NON-TRADITIONAL 
OUTPUTS: FEATURES AND 
DEFINITIONS



FEATURES OF A ‘NON-TRADITIONAL’ RESEARCH 
OUTPUT?

ØOften (not always) non-text 

ØAttempts to represent performance or other live event (remediation)

ØThe research element is embodied in the work or needs evidencing by a narrative

ØProcess as significant as product

ØTime-based

ØOften involves a range of contributors that deserve acknowledgement and 

recognition



PRACTICE 
RESEARCH SOME: 
DEFINITIONS

Practice research

“An umbrella term that describes all manners of 
research where practice is the significant method 
of research conveyed in a research output. This 
includes numerous discipline-specific formulations 
of practice research, which have distinct and 
unique balances of practice, research narrative and 
complementary methods within their projects.”

Research narrative

“In a practice research output, a research narrative 
may be conjoined with, or embodied in, practice. A 
research narrative articulates the research enquiry 
that emerges in practice.”

Bulley, James and Şahin, Özden. Practice Research - Report 1: What is practice research? 
P1. London: PRAG-UK, 2021. https://doi.org/10.23636/1347. 



BUILDING THE 
FOUNDATIONS
FOR PRACTICE RESEARCH 

VOICES (PRVOICES)



UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER REPOSITORY:
WORKING WITH COMMUNITY – A CO-DESIGN 
APPROACH
Worked with Haplo (now Cayuse) to build a single open source 
repository that meets the ‘FAIR’ principles and captures all 
research (outputs)

Approach to development involved collaboration with 
community (art and design and architecture) – starting with 
their requirements – not what the technology offered (Co-
Design) – to understand their needs

Developed a single repository that captures publications, 
data and practice research outputs and the associated 
narrative

https://doi.org/10.34737/qqvqz



WHAT DOES PRACTICE RESEARCH LOOK LIKE IN
THE HAPLO (BY CAYUSE) REPOSITORY AT 
WESTMINSTER?

  

NON-TEXT 
(ARTEFACT) OUTPUT

EXHIBITION OUTPUT DYNAMIC COLLECTION  
(PORTFOLIO) 

INCLUDING A RESEARCH 
NARRATIVE

CONTRIBUTOR 
ROLES

LANGUAGE REFLECTS 
DISCIPLINE

Read about this work in our case study: https://insights.uksg.org/articles/10.1629/uksg.582/



PRAG-UK REPORT 2 RECOMMENDATIONS:
PROJECT (COLLECTION, PORTFOLIO), EDITION (VERSION)

A single practice research item type – called 
‘project’ which represents the multi-component 
nature of practice research (p13)

A singular research component file and multiple 
subset research compoenents (p15-16)

Use of ’edition’ to deal with changes to outputs 
that are developed over time (p17)

It could include (p6):

Ø Summary/Abstract

Ø Context / Introduction

Ø Research inquiry / Questions in practice

Ø Method statements

Ø Practice, description of practice, or documentation 
of practice (as a proxy)

Ø Insights / Discussion of ways of knowing

Ø Conclusion and references

Bulley, James and Şahin, Özden. Practice Research - Report II:  How can practice research be shared? London: PRAG-UK, 
2021. https://doi.org/10.23636/1347. 



DISCOVERABILITY 
LANDSCAPE

Google Scholar

Ø Indexes text only, PDFs less 

than 5MG, one file per article

Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) and 

metadata standards

Ø ‘Other’ or ‘best-fit’

Ø Don’t reflect the the 

complexities of practice 

research

Read more about this work: https://zenodo.org/record/5767095#.YxtyIy8w28U



NISO PLUS 2022: COMPOSING FOR THE NON-TEXT 
INFRASTRUCTURE DANCE - CALLS TO ACTION

Find out more at: https://doi.org/10.34737/vv0z9

Ø ORCID – bring together community to outline use case / user story for non-text outputs category 
and new resource type

Ø Datacite – bring together community to outline use case / user story for practice research 
requirements

Ø RAiD – identify changes needed to enable RAiDs to better reflect practice research

Ø Crossref – propose a content advisory group for practice research

Ø CRediT – recognition of collaborator and other practice research roles

Ø COAR – propose addition of practice resource type

Ø Research Outputs Metadata Schema (rioxx) – broaden vocabulary for works

https://doi.org/10.34737/vv0z9


PRACTICE RESEARCH VOICES 
(PRVOICES)



PRACTICE RESEARCH VOICES (@PRVOICES)

Ø  Scoping a national practice research repository using (as a foundation) the 
Haplo (now Cayuse) repository that embedded practice research (primarily in 
art and design) from the beginning

Ø  Moving to a repositories, discoverability and interoperability landscape in which 
practice research disciplines are embedded rather than an afterthought (OTHER)

Ø  Bringing together voices from many interested communities to                                               
form the PR Voices Choir and working with them to identify what                                        
Findable,  Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable (FAIR)                                
and transparent research (which may also be open) looks                                        
like for these disciplines and which respects all contributors and                                   
their intellectual property



PR VOICES PROJECT OVERVIEW

1. Repositories

2. Metadata & Persistent Identifiers

3. Creating a Practice Research Community of Practice



PRVOICES FINDINGS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
(WITH A LITTLE SPARKLE)



PR VOICES FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Findings
Ø Ongoing community engagement is key to success
Ø Platform needs to interactive, embedded in community, respect form and function, enable 

discoverability, citation and preservation, recognize contributors
Ø Open standards must underpin this work
Ø Challenges include sustainability, expertise, preservation

Recommendations
Ø Co-design with community
Ø Embed PR in open standards
Ø More than retrospective archive
Ø Training programme
Ø Investment in capacity, people and infrastructure



FINDINGS: METADATA, PERSISTENT IDENTIFIERS 
(PIDS) AND A TAXONOMY DISCUSSIONS

Prioritised DataCite, Research Activity iDentifier 
(RAiD) and Contributor Roles Taxonomy 
(CRediT)

ØIdentified some potential updates to DataCite

ØWork with CRediT on contributor roles

ØIs a portfolio the same as a collection? 

ØPortfolio maps better to RAiD?

https://blog.westminster.ac.uk/prvoices/workshop-metadata-persistent-identifiers-pids-and-a-taxonomy/



FINDINGS: THE PRVOICES FRAMEWORK

We investigated the suggestion recommended by the PRAG

-UK 2 Report: How can practice research be shared of a 

project item type - also known as a collection or portfolio (p15). 

We have identified the need to (1) capture individual 

objects on an ongoing basis (2) bring those together 

(collection) and that (3) a portfolio (theme) builds on the 

idea of a collection, and overlays narrative and context. 



NEXT STEPS



NEXT STEPS: SHARING FINDINGS WITH THE 
PRACTICE RESEARCH COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE



THE POTENTIAL LANDSCAPE / VISTA / PANORAMA

Creating an equitable 
opportunity where we 
are all part of the same 
landscape
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CONTACT US

@prvoices 

https://blog.westminster.ac.uk/prvoices/
J.Evans2@westminster.ac.uk


